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Abstract

The predictive text in the tray bed of the Chi-001
nese typewriter presents “Radiating style” and002
other important patterns, which reflect the main003
properties of the Chinese language. For a004
robot to understand these patterns like human’s005
“once glanced, never forgotten”, we construct006
multidimensional language matrices (MLM) to007
present the characters and/or words of predic-008
tive text for Chinese Natural Language Process-009
ing (NLP). Using 2D LM, our approach identi-010
fied the core character as the prefix of radiating011
outward words, and as the suffix of radiating012
inward words to show the best distribution of013
the characters in a nine-grid. Using 3D LM,014
our approach, for robots doing as human, rec-015
ognized the meaning and location of the words016
in a nine-grid by “Once learning mechanism”.017
Even though these approaches are proposed for018
the Chinese language, their methods are extend-019
able to other languages.020

1 Introduction021

The predictive text relates the technologies to or-022

ganize the characters in a panel or keypad to im-023

prove the input of messages or texts (MacKenzie,024

2002; Tang et al., 2015; Sharma et al., 2019). The025

Chinese typewriter is a typical example of the de-026

velopment of predictive text (Lin, 1946; Mullaney,027

2012). Especially in 1952, a typist reported some028

special patterns of “Radiating style and Connected029

thought” to implement the personalized distribu-030

tion of Chinese characters in the tray bed of the031

Chinese typewriter (Li and Liu, 1952). With this ar-032

rangement, the typing speed reached 60 - 80 words033

per minute (WPM). Mullaney (2012; 2017) men-034

tioned that it is possible to string the patterns of035

“Radiating style” in mini-regions together into ever-036

radiating associative networks to form a predictive037

text. Figure 1 shows a) a part of Simplified Chi-038

nese tray bed (SCTB) of the Chinese typewriter, in039

the 1960s-1990s, which is organized as predictive040

text; b) Actual Chinese character input panel in041

Google search, which still does not arrange as a 042

predictive text. This picture shows that it has been 043

over a hundred years, and the essence of Chinese 044

typing/inputting has not changed by comparing the 045

Chinese typewriter and the input panel of Google 046

search (or Microsoft office, or smart mobile de- 047

vices and facilities, etc.). The motivation of our 048

research is to study the patterns of the predictive 049

text of SCTB and transfer the technology to im- 050

prove actual Chinese input systems. 051

Figure 1: a) Upper: a part of SCTB; b) Lower: the
Chinese input panel for Google search

Even though some Intelligent Predictive Text 052

Input Systems (IPTIS) are well developed for 053

many languages (MacKenzie and Soukoreff, 2002; 054

Elumeze and Nishimoto, 2006; Yang and Lin, 2014; 055

Sim, 2014), these systems are developed for human 056

using purposes. There are two kinds of problems 057

or even challenges in the study of predictive text. 058

The first is to arrange the characters and related 059

words in the panel as the optimized predictive text. 060

The second is to recognize the predictive text with 061

“Radiating style” and other sophisticated patterns 062

by computers or robots like humans do. 063

On the other hand, the technology of Chinese 064

typewriting was a site of thoroughgoing, even with 065

radical technolinguistic experimentation in the pre- 066

dictive text (Mullaney, 2012). There are few the- 067

oretical studies from the point of view of Natural 068

Language Processing (NLP) in the literature. 069
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In this research, firstly, we present the evolu-070

tion of the tray bed of the Chinese typewriters071

from the Radical-Stroke arrangement to person-072

alized predictive text; and then identify some kinds073

of patterns of Chinese predictive text, including074

the “Radiating style and Connected thought” using075

NLP methods. As the main contributions of our076

research, we construct multidimensional language077

matrices (MLM) to better present the Chinese lan-078

guage. Using MLM, we propose an approach to set079

the personalized predictive text by optimizing the080

distribution of characters in a nine-grid. We also081

developed a novel approach to identify Chinese082

words in “Radiating style” distribution by a nine-083

grid to simulate human’s “Once learning mecha-084

nism (OLM)” behavior. OLM was proposed by085

(Weigang and da Silva, 1999) to model the “once086

seen, never forgotten(in Chinese: 过目不忘)”. We087

present and prove some important properties and088

theorems of the fully connected nine-grid with “Ra-089

diating style”. Even though our approaches are090

proposed based on the Chinese language, the novel091

methods are easily extendable to other languages.092

2 Predictive Text in the Chinese093

Typewriter and Datasets094

2.1 The Chinese typewriter095

The Chinese typewriters have been available for096

more than a hundred years since 1912 (NYT, 1916;097

Zhang, 2008). The tray bed of the Chinese type-098

writer is designed with 2450 Chinese characters, al-099

phabet letters, and numbers placed in 35 rows x 70100

columns (SASS, 1983; Mullaney, 2012). Depend-101

ing on the distribution of these characters, there are102

three generations of the tray bed.103

1) The “Yu Bin-qi Chinese tray bed (YCTB)”,104

1920s-1940s: 9.8% of the spaces of the tray bed105

were arranged to put special and flexible charac-106

ters (such as English letters), and the other parts107

followed the Radical-Stroke arrangement.108

2) The “Traditional Chinese tray bed (TCTB)”,109

1950s: 11.18% of the spaces were arranged to put110

special characters, 16.65% of the spaces were used111

to mix the flexible, personalized with “Radiating112

style”, and Radical-Stroke arranged characters in113

a common character region, and the other parts114

followed the Radical-Stroke arrangement.115

3) The “Simplified Chinese tray bed (SCTB)”,116

1960s-1990s: 9.8% of the tray bed were arranged117

to put special characters; 37.47% were used to mix118

the flexible, personalized with “Radiating style and119

Connected thought”, in two common character re- 120

gions. The other parts followed the Radical-Stroke 121

arrangement. SCTB is considered a predictive text. 122

Table 1 shows some patterns of character distribu- 123

tion from SCTB. 124

Table 1: Some character patterns from the tray bed

No. Example Translation Radiating Style Pattern
1 年月日 Year Month Day Horizontal →→→→→→

2

丁
丙
乙
甲

1,2,3,4 (Jia Yi Bing Ding – from
down to up)

Vertical

↑↑
↑↑
↑↑
↑↑

3
北西
南东

Southwest (西南)

Northeast (东北)
Diagonal ↖↖↙↙

↙↙↖↖

4
溶剂
液体

Solvent - horizontal

Liquid - vertical
Azimuth →→

↓↓

5
致般迫
些一切
唯统神

Identical Usually Press
Some One All
Only Unite

Nine-grids
↖ ↑ ↓↖ ↑ ↓
← →← →
↗ ↑↗ ↑

“Radiating style” is a special pattern that sets 125

characters in SCTB to improve the typing efficiency 126

(Mullaney, 2012). For a better understanding of 127

this style as a part of predictive text, we use 1-9 Chi- 128

nese numbers to form a nine-grid panel combining 129

58 words by one character (e.g. 一1,二2, ...,九9) 130

or two characters (e.g. 二2二2, 三3二2, 二2三3, 131

...), see Figure 2. The superscript on the right side 132

of the Chinese number/character is the translation. 133

The words五5一1,五5二2, . . . ,五5九9 with五5 134

as prefix are combined by “Radiating outward”. 135

The words四4五5,七7五5, . . . ,八8五5 with五5 136

as suffix are combined by “Radiating inward”; and 137

so on. The questions are: which number should be 138

in the core and which ones in the other positions? 139

How can a robot identify the nine-grids just by a 140

glance (scanning)? We try to figure these problems 141

in this research. 142

Figure 2: A nine-grid with “Radiating style” patterns

2.2 Datasets 143

The modern Chinese corpus was released by the 144

State Language Commission of China (Xiao, 2012) 145

and the online word search is also available. 146

1) Online Word Search from Corpus (OWSC). 147

The corpus size is 20 million characters, where 148

162875 words are considered (151300 Chinese 149

words). 150
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2) Chinese Character Frequency Table (CCFT).151

The corpus size is 20 million characters, where152

5708 characters with more than five occurrences153

are considered. The cumulative character fre-154

quency is 99.98%.155

3) Chinese Word Frequency Table (CWFT). The156

corpus size is 20 million characters, where 14629157

words with more than 50 occurrences are consid-158

ered. The cumulative word frequency is 90.40%.159

3 Language Vector and Matrix160

Generally, there are two kinds of matrices to161

present natural language information: 1) the ele-162

ment is a letter/character or a word of the language;163

2) the element is an index to describe the relation-164

ship between the letters/characters or words, such165

as mutual information (Cover and Thomas, 2006),166

word frequency (Xu et al., 2021), attention score167

(Seo et al., 2016; Vaswani et al., 2017), and others.168

Based on these researches, we first establish the169

Language Element Vector (LEV) and then define170

the Multidimensional Language Matrices (MLM).171

An element refers to a basic component of a172

language L (Brill and Moore, 2000). In the case173

of alphabetical languages, a letter is an element,174

such as a, b, c, ..., z, A,B,C, ..., Z of English. In175

the case of no alphabetical language, a character is176

an element, such as一1,二2, ...,九9 and so on.177

Let
∑

be an alphabet of the language L. Let
∑∗

178

be a set of all finite strings of the language L. The179

dictionary D with the most commonly used words180

of L is considered as a subset of
∑∗ (D ⊆

∑∗).181

The frequency of the word can be obtained from182

the corpus with a significant scale.183

3.1 Definition of LEV184

Definition 1 (LEV). The Language Element Vec-185

tor (LEV) is defined as V = [z1, z2, z3, ..., zK ],186

zk ∈
∑

is an element of a language L, for187

k = 1, 2, 3, ...,K.188

In the case of the nine-grid in Figure 2, zk is a189

character from Vnine = [一1, 二2, ..., 九9], k =190

1, 2, 3, ...,K, K = 9.191

In the case of the tray bed of the Chinese type-192

writer, V includes all characters in the tray bed,193

K = 2450.194

As the Chinese language has the “general usage”195

property, V can include 3755 characters listed in196

the national standard GB2312-80, and the cumula-197

tive frequency of use is 99.7%. In this case, most198

Chinese texts can be expressed by these characters.199

This is an important advantage for us to develop 200

multidimensional language matrices. 201

3.2 Definition of 2D LEM 202

Based on the Language Element Vector (LEV), we 203

can construct various two-dimensional matrices 204

depending on the purpose of the applications, such 205

as Word Frequency Matrix and others. 206

Definition 2.1 (2D LEM). Two-dimensional lan- 207

guage element matrix (2D LEM) is defined as, 208

MI×J , with w(i,j)-entry ∈
∑

, for i = 1, 2, 3, ..., I; 209

and j = 1, 2, 3, ..., J ; 210

In the case of the nine-grid in Figure 2, w(i,j) 211

of M3×3, is [w(1,1) =一
1, w(1,2) =二

2, w(1,3) = 212

三3, w(2,1) = 四4, ..., w(3,3) = 九9], i = 1, 2, 3; 213

j = 1, 2, 3. 214

In the case of the tray bed of the Chinese type- 215

writer, MI×J includes all characters in the tray 216

bed, for i = 1, 2, 3, ..., I ,I = 35; j = 1, 2, 3, ..., J , 217

J = 70; and I × J = K = 2450. 218

Definition 2.2 (2D WFM). For a Language El- 219

ement Vector, V, if the characters zk and zk1 in 220

V combine a word w(zk,zk1), k1 is variant of k, 221

the two dimensional word frequency matrix (2D 222

WFM) is defined as WFMK×K , with f(k, k1)- 223

entry ∈ V2, f(k, k1) = fw(zk, zk1), for k = 224

1, 2, 3, ...,K; and k1 = 1, 2, 3, ...,K. fw(zk, zk1) 225

is the frequency of the word w(zk,zk1). 226

Definition 2.3 (2D WNM). Based on defini- 227

tion 2.2 (2D WFM), the two-dimensional word 228

number matrix (2D WNM) is defined as matrix 229

WNMK×K , with a(k, k1) = 1, if f(k, k1) ≥ 230

⊘; a(k, k1) = 0, if f(k, k1) < ⊘; for k = 231

1, 2, 3, ...,K; k1 is a variant of k and k1 = 232

1, 2, 3, ...,K. ⊘ is a frequency threshold, where 233

0 ≤ ⊘ ≤ 1. 234

In the definition 2.2, the element f(k, k1) can 235

also be the mutual information (Cover and Thomas, 236

2006), or the entropy of the word and others, de- 237

pending on the necessity. 238

3.3 Application of 2D LEM 239

Figure 3 shows two nine-grids with Chinese char- 240

acters by two patterns: 1) Radiating outward style, 241

Vout=[学learn, 气air, 会meet, 小small, 大large, 242

约arrange,量quantity,概general,家family]; 2) Ra- 243

diating inward style, Vin=[强powerful, 伟great, 244

广wide,增increase,大large,扩expand,长long,不no, 245

重heavy]. 246
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Figure 3: Two nine-grids with “Radiating style”

Using “Word Segmentation” by OWSC (Xiao,247

2012), there are 12 words combined by two char-248

acters from Figure 3 a) Radiating outward. We249

present these words in 2D WNM as Table 2.250

Table 2: Radiating outward in nine-grid

学 气 会 小 大 约 量 概 家

学

气

会

小 1 1
大 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
约 1
量

概

家

Remark 1. For radiating outward case, in 2D251

WNM, a(k, k1) = 1, k1 = 1, 2, 3, ..., 9, refers to252

the word w(zk,zk1) with zk as a prefix.253

In Table 2, the core character is “大large” in254

k = 5th row and almost all elements in this row255

with 1. Every one of these words related to this256

row has “大large” as prefix: “大学university”, “大257

会meeting”, “大小LargeSmall”, “大大father”, etc.258

Using “Word Segmentation” by OWSC (Xiao,259

2012), there are 12 words combined by two charac-260

ters from Figure 3 b) Radiating inward. We present261

these words in 2D WNM as Table 3.262

Remark 2. For the radiating inward case, in 2D263

WNM, a(k, k1) = 1, for k = 1, 2, 3, ..., 9, refers264

to the word w(zk,zk1) with zk1 as a suffix.265

In Table 3, the core character is “大large” in266

k1 = 5th column, and all elements in this column267

have value 1. Every one of these words in that268

column has “大large” as suffix: “强大powerful”,269

“增大enlarged”, “广大vast”, etc.270

3.4 Generalization 2D WNM for Nine-grid271

The nine-grid is a basic unit to organize the char-272

acters in predictive text. We generalize 2D WNM273

Table 3: Radiating inward in nine-grid

强 伟 广 增 大 扩 长 不 重

强 1
伟 1
广 1
增 1 1 1
大 1
扩 1
长 1
不 1
重 1

and give more theoretical analysis. 274

In 2D WNM, two neighbor characters form a 275

Chinese word, see Figure 3. We further identify 276

three types of connections in a nine-grid: corner, 277

tee, and core connections, as shown in Figure 4. 278

Figure 4: Three types of connections in nine-grid

1) In the core connection, the core character 279

can connect to 8 other characters in two direc- 280

tions to form 16 words, plus itself as a single word 281

(e.g.,一1) and the double of itself as a word (e.g., 282

一1一1) there are 18 words in total. 283

2) In the tee connection, the character can con- 284

nect to 5 neighbor characters, plus itself as a single 285

word, itself doubled as a word, forming in 12 words 286

(1 of them in common with core connection and 287

2 of them in common with other tee connections), 288

and 32 words in subtotal. 289

3) In the corner connection, the corner character 290

can connect to 3 neighbor characters, plus itself 291

single as a word and itself doubled as a word, form- 292

ing in 8 words (6 of them in common with others 293

connections), and a subtotal of 8 words. 294

Definition 3 (Full connected nine-grid). A fully 295

connected nine-grid consists of 49 words combined 296

by two neighbor characters including the word by 297

every character itself of 9. This nine-grid can be 298
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presented by a 2D WNM, see Table 6, which con-299

sists of 49 words combined by two neighbor charac-300

ters including the word by repeating every character301

of 9. There are totally 58 possible words for a full302

connected nine-grid.303

The 2D LEM of fully connected nine-grid is304

a symmetry matrix, but the most Chinese words305

related to this matrix are not symmetry. For exam-306

ple, “人家a kind of family” is different from “家307

人member of family”.308

Table 4: 2D WNM of fully connected nine-grid

k/k1 z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8 z9 Sum
z1 1 1 1 1 4
z2 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
z3 1 1 1 1 4
z4 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
z5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9
z6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
z7 1 1 1 1 4
z8 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
z9 1 1 1 1 4

Sum 4 6 4 6 9 6 4 6 4

Theorem 1 (Word connections in a nine-grid).309

Using 2D WNM to present fully connected nine-310

grid arranged by radiating style, the rank of three311

types of the word connections is listed as:312

Rank 1. The core character as prefix connects313

to the other 8 characters separately, and these 8314

words are listed in the 5th row; the core character315

as suffix connects to the other 8 characters, and316

these words are listed in the 5th column; the core317

character may repeat to form a word (same for tee318

and corner characters).319

Rank 2. The tee character as prefix connects to320

the other 5 characters, these 6 words are listed in an321

even row, and there are four tee characters related322

to 2, 4, 6, 8th rows; the tee character as suffix con-323

nects to other 5 characters, these 6 words are listed324

in an even column, and there are four tee characters325

related to 2, 4, 6, 8th columns.326

Rank 3. The corner character as prefix connects327

to the other 3 characters, these 4 words are listed in328

an odd row, and there are four corner characters re-329

lated to 1, 3, 7, 9th row; the corner character as suf-330

fix connects to the other 3 characters, these 4 words331

are listed in an odd column, and there are four cor-332

ner characters related to 1, 3, 7, 9th columns.333

Proof. From 2D WNM of a fully connected nine-334

grid in Table 4, Rank 1:335

∑
a(5, k1) = max

(∑
a(1, k1),

∑
a(2, k1),

...,
∑

a(9, k1)
)

=(4, 6, 4, 6, 9, 6, 4, 6, 4) = 9,

(1)

336

where, a(5, k1) relates to words with the core 337

character z5 as prefix, for k1 = 1, 2, ..., 9. 338∑
a(k, 5) = max

(∑
a(k, 1),

∑
a(k, 2),

...,
∑

a(k, 9)
)

=(4, 6, 4, 6, 9, 6, 4, 6, 4) = 9,

(2)

339

where, a(k, 5) relates to words with the core 340

character z5 as suffix, for k = 1, 2, ..., 9; a(5, 5) 341

relates to the core character z5. 342

We conclude that z5 connects to neighbor char- 343

acters to form a larger number of words than other 344

arrangement. 345

Rank 2 and Rank 3: 346

From equation (1), we have, 347∑
a(2, k1) =

∑
a(4, k1) =∑

a(6, k1) =
∑

a(8, k1) = 6 >∑
a(1, k1) =

∑
a(3, k1) =∑

a(5, k1) =
∑

a(7, k1) = 4

(3) 348

where, a(2, k1) relates to the words with the tee 349

character z2 as prefix; a(1, k1) relates to the words 350

with the corner character z1 as prefix; and so on, 351

for k1 = 1, 2, ..., 9. 352

From equation (2), we have, 353∑
a(k, 2) =

∑
a(k, 4) =∑

a(k, 6) =
∑

a(k, 8) = 6 >∑
a(k, 1) =

∑
a(k, 3) =∑

a(k, 7) =
∑

a(k, 9) = 4

(4) 354

where, a(k, 2) relates to the words with the tee 355

character z2 as suffix; a(k, 1) relates to the words 356

with the corner character z1 as suffix; and so on; 357

for k1 = 1, 2, ..., 9. 358

In equations (3) and (4), we do not remove the re- 359

peated words but without loss of generality. When 360

reducing the repeated words related to core, tee and 361

corner connections, there are 49 words combined 362

by two numbers/characters in the matrix. There 363

are other possible 9 words formed by every single 364
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character in this nine-grids.365

As 2D WNM in Table 4 is a general case for a366

fully connected nine-grid, we proved Theorem 1.367

3.5 Definition of 3D LEM368

2D LEM is proposed to present the words with two369

characters, such as “大会meeting”. For the words370

with three characters, such as “意大利Italy”, we371

can also span the vector V to three dimensions to372

get 3D LEM.373

Definition 4 (3D LEM). Based on the Definition374

1, the three dimensional LEV Span Matrices (3D375

LEM) is defined as matrix matrix MK×K×K , with376

b(k, k1, k2)-entry ∈ V3, for k = 1, 2, 3, ...,K; k1377

and k2 are variants of k and k1 = 1, 2, 3, ...,K;378

k2 = 1, 2, 3, ...,K. In 3D LEM, b(k, k1, k2) = 1,379

if fw(zk, zk1 , zk2) ≥ ⊘; b(k, k1, k2) = 0, else-380

where; fw(zk, zk1 , zk2) is the frequency of word381

w(zk, zk1 , zk2), ⊘ is a frequency threshold, 0 ≤382

⊘ ≤ 1.383

4 Approach to set the nine-grids384

In the nine-grid of Figure 2, which number should385

be in the core position? Generally, the number386

“一1” has large frequency in the most of the lan-387

guages. Can we put it in the core? In this section,388

we developed an approach to set the nine-grid us-389

ing the numbers (1-9, in Chinese) in Figure 2 as an390

example.391

Step 1. To construct a Word Frequency Ma-392

trix, WFM9×9, by Vnine=[一1, 二2, ..., 九9] ,393

with the element f(k, k1) = fw(zk, zk1), for k1 =394

1, 2, ..., 9.395

Step 2. To determine the word frequency using396

the “Online word search from corpus” (Xiao, 2012).397

For example, the frequency of word “一1一1” in398

diagonal is 0.0024‰, “一1二2” is 0.0085‰, etc.399

Figure 5 shows the possible WFM9×9 (PWFM)400

by the characters from Vnine in a nine-grid.401

Figure 5: PWFM9×9 by the characters in Vnine(‰)

Step 3. To choose the character with high-402

frequency words as the core character of the nine-403

grid following Theorem 1. In this example, the 404

sum of elements of 5th row is largest than other 405

rows; this means that the character “五5” as prefix 406

connects to more characters. The sum of elements 407

of 5th column is largest than other columns, which 408

means that the character “五5” as suffix also con- 409

nects to more characters. So, in Chinese, the char- 410

acter “五5” should be set as core in this nine-grid. 411

Step 4. To arrange other characters for the posi- 412

tions of the tee and corner. From PWFM9×9 in 413

Figure 5, and the 2D WNM9×9 in Table 4, we can 414

get the real WFM9×9 (RWFM ) by 415

RWFM = 2DWNM × PWFM (5) 416

Figure 6 shows the real WFM9x9 (PWFM) by 417

the characters from Vnine in a nine-grid. The accu- 418

mulated frequency of these 49 words is 0.1806‰, 419

and the entropy of the words is 0.003978, where 420

the frequencies of the repeated words are also cal- 421

culated without loss of generality. 422

From the above 4 steps, we just determined the 423

best core characters. This real WFM in equation 5 424

considers the neighbor position between two char- 425

acters; it is not from the best arrangement of other 426

characters in nine-grids. 427

Figure 6: PWFM9×9 by the characters in Vnine(‰)

Step 5. Following Theorem 1, we adjust the 428

distribution of the characters in tee and corner po- 429

sitions, see Figure 7 . The modified RWFM is with 430

the accumulated word frequency 0.2216‰ and the 431

entropy of the words 0,003247. Compared to Fig- 432

ures 6 , the accumulated word frequency increases 433

22.70%, and the entropy increases 22.53%. Figure 434

8 shows the modified nine-grids. 435

Figure 7: Modified RWFM9×9
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Figure 8: Modified nine-grids

There are 9! combinations of the distribution of436

1-9 Chinese numbers in a nine-grid. We imple-437

mented an algorithm to analyze all 9! cases. As a438

result, there is Proposition 1.439

Proposition 1 (Best distribution of a nine-grid).440

Considering the words formed by two Chinese441

numbers from “一1,二2, ...,九9”, the best distribu-442

tion of these numbers in a nine-grid is with “五5”443

as the core, “一1,三3,七7,八8” in tee, and others in444

corner positions separably. There are total 8 com-445

binations, Figure 8 is one of them. In this case,446

the accumulated word frequency (or entropy) is447

maximum according to “Online word search from448

corpus” (Xiao, 2012).449

5 Approach to recognize the nine-grids450

In this section, we develop a new approach to iden-451

tify the nine-grid in Figure 2 by robots.452

5.1 Definition of 3D MLM453

To understand the patterns of predictive text, we es-454

tablish a Multidimensional language matrix (MLM)455

to present related characters, words, or frequencies456

of the words associated with the characters.457

Taking the characters from nine-grid of Figure458

3 a) as example, we first construct 2D LEM3×3 in459

(X × Y ) plane as a reference, in X direction, i =460

1, 2, 3; in Y direction, j = 1, 2, 3; XY (1, 1) =461

z1 = “学learn” , XY (1, 2) = z2 = “气air”, ...,462

total with 9 characters. In Z direction, take vector463

Vnine[z1, z2, ..., z9].464

Definition 5 (3D LM). The 3D LM is defined as465

Q3×3×9, with q(i, j, k)-entry, for i = 1, 2, 3; j =466

1, 2, 3; k = 1, 2, 3, ..., 9. The element q(i, j, k) =467

1 if fw(XY (i, j), zk)e; q(i, j, k) = 0, elsewhere.468

⊘ is a frequency threshold, 0 ≤ ⊘ ≤ 1.469

5.2 Recognize nine-grids using 3D LM470

Following the “Once Learning Mechanism (OLM)”471

(Weigang and da Silva, 1999) to simulate this hu-472

man behavior (过目不忘), we present an algorithm473

to recognize “Radiating style” of the Chinese lan-474

guage, such as nine-grids in Figure 3. Whoever475

knows the Chinese language will be able to “hunt”476

this pattern at first glance. The general image from 477

this glance is a group of Chinese characters/words 478

related to “大large”as the core. Using nine-grids 479

is only an example, and the algorithm can be ex- 480

tended to general cases. 481

[Step 1.] Take the characters from the nine-grid 482

to form a text in the following 8 directions: left 483

to right, right to left, up to down, down to up, up 484

left to down right, down right to up left, up right to 485

down left, down left to up left, and repeating itself 486

for every character. If using parallel processing, 487

the reading in 8 directions can be processed at the 488

same time. In the Figure 3 , we get the Text.Out 489

from a) Outward and the Text.In from b) Inward. 490

[Step 2.] Use a function of “Word Segmentation” 491

of NLP to separate the words. By OWSC (Xiao, 492

2012), we obtained 12 words from Text.Out, see 493

Table 2, and 12 words from Text.In, see Table 3. 494

[Step 3.1] Following the Definition 5, take the 9 495

characters from nine-grid in Figure 3 a) Outward 496

style: Vout =[学learn, 气air, 会meet, 小small, 497

大large,约arrange,量quantity,概general,家family] 498

to form the 3D LM, TEXTO3×3×9. The elements 499

of this matrix are similar to Table 2, which is the 500

reference to form an (X×Y )3×3 plane. The Z-axis 501

is formed by the elements of Vout. 502

[Step 3.2] Also, following the Definition 5, 503

take the 9 characters from nine-grids in Fig- 504

ure 3 b) Inward style: Vin=[强powerful, 伟great, 505

广wide,增increase,大large,扩expand,长long,不no, 506

重heavy], to form the 3D LM, TEXTI3×3×9. The 507

elements of this matrix are similar to Table 3, which 508

is a reference to form an (X × Y )3×3 plane. The 509

Z-axis is formed by the elements of Vin. 510

[Step 4.1] Identify the pattern in 3D LM, 511

TEXTO3×3×9. In Radiating outward style, 512

q(2, 2, k) = 1, for k = 1, 2, ..., 9, see Fig- 513

ure 9 a). In this case, a machine can identify 514

the core character “大large” as prefix connect- 515

ing to other 8 characters, such as “大学university” 516

q(2, 2, 1) = 1, “大气air”, “q(2, 2, 2) = 1”, “大 517

大father q(2, 2, 5) = 1”, and others. There is 518∑
q(2, 2, k) = 9, for k = 1, 2, 3, ..., 9. There are 519

“小学school” q(2, 1, 1) = 1，“小量Small amount” 520

q(2, 1, 7) = 1，“约会Dating” q(2, 3, 3) = 1 and 521

other q(i, j, k) = 0. 522

[Step 4.2] Identify the pattern by 3D LM, 523

TEXTI3×3×9. In Radiating inward style, 524

q(i, j, 5) = 1, for i = 1, 2, 3 and j = 1, 2, 3, 525

see Figure 9 b). In this case, a robot can iden- 526

tify the core character “大large” as suffix connect- 527

7



Figure 9: a) Left - radiating outward; b) Right - radiating
inward in 3D LM

ing to other 8 characters, such as “强大powerful”528

q(1, 1, 5) = 1, “伟大great” q(1, 2, 5) = 1,529

“增大increase” q(2, 1, 5) = 1, “大大father530

q(2, 2, 5) = 1”, and others. There is
∑

q(i, j, 5) =531

9, for i = 1, 2, 3 and j = 1, 2, 3. There532

are “增强strengthen” q(2, 1, 1) = 1，“增长grow”533

q(2, 2, 7) = 1，and other q(i, j, k) = 0.534

[Step 5.] With the results from the algorithm,535

the robots can identify the characters and their po-536

sitions in the nine-grid with both radiating outward537

and inward styles.538

The above example is only for one nine-grid.539

We can apply the approach to more nine-grids in540

predictive text. Figure 10 presents two nine-grids541

with both radiating outward and inward styles. For542

better understanding, we put letters [A,B, ..., R]543

as an example. In both cases, the core letters can544

be easily identified, in this case, H and K. The545

application of our approach can help computers to546

better understand the radiating style and the rela-547

tionship between the letters/characters to form the548

words for a language.549

Figure 10: Two nine-grids: a) Left - radiating outward;
b) Right - radiating inward in 3D LM

6 Conclusions 550

The unit of nine-grids is the basic pattern in pre- 551

dictive text with “Radiating style”, especially for 552

the Chinese language. We identify the word pat- 553

terns in nine-grids including: horizontal, vertical, 554

and diagonal, in double directions to form the Ra- 555

diating outwards and inwards. To better present 556

these patterns, the multidimensional language ma- 557

trices (MLM) are established based on the previous 558

literature. 559

From the 2D LEM, we demonstrated that the 560

core character as prefix connects to neighbor char- 561

acters by radiating outward in nine-grid, and also 562

the core character as suffix connects to neighbor 563

characters by radiating inward in nine-grid. 564

After identifying three connection types in a 565

nine-grid, we proved the rank of the connectiv- 566

ity among core, tee, and corner positions. Based 567

on this theorem, we construct a fully-connected 568

matrix for a nine-grid with the maximum number 569

of 58 words formed by one or two characters and 570

propose the approach to set the nine-grids with the 571

best character combination. 572

We also proved the best combination of Chinese 573

numbers [一1，二2，... ，九9] in a nine-grid as 574

the matrix in Figure 7 and Figure 8. Especially, the 575

“五5” should be in the core position with maximum 576

accumulated word frequency (or entropy) being 577

both prefix and suffix to other numbers. 578

It is important to simulate the human’s behavior 579

to see the predictive text and extract the informa- 580

tion by a computer. We proposed an approach to 581

recognize the nine-grids by“Once learning mech- 582

anism”. The developed algorithm can identify the 583

core character and the connected characters in one 584

or more nine-grids. The manner of the identifica- 585

tion is demonstrated by 3D space in Figure 9 with 586

one nine-grids and Figure 10 with two nine-grids 587

for both radiating outward and inward. To the best 588

of our knowledge, this presentation is novel. 589

The research is based on the predictive text from 590

the Chinese typewriter. In the search panel for 591

“Google”, in Figure 1 b), there are 6x6 grids to 592

present one or two characters. The approaches we 593

developed can be applied to set the panel in “Radi- 594

ating style” or other optimized patterns for future 595

research. Even though the developed approaches 596

are proposed for Chinese language processing, their 597

methods are easily extendable to other languages. 598
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A Appendix: Text.In and Results from 672

Word Segmentation 673

A.1 Text.In (in Chinese) 674

Take the characters from the nine-grid to form a 675

text in the following 8 directions: left to right, right 676

to left, up to down, down to up, up left to down 677

right, down right to up left, up right to down left, 678

down left to up left, and repeating itself for every 679

character. If using parallel processing, the reading 680

in 8 directions can be processed in parallel. Figure 681

3, we get the Text.In from b) Inward. 682

强伟广增大扩长不重广伟强扩大增重不长强 683

增长伟大不广扩重长增强不大伟重扩广强大重 684

广大长重大强长大广强强伟伟广广增增大大扩 685

扩长长不不重重 686

A.2 Results from Online Word Segmentation 687

from Text.In 688

Using “Word Segmentation” function by Online 689

Word Search from Corpus (Xiao, 2012), (cor- 690

pus.zhonghuayuwen.org/CpsTongji.aspx), we get 691

12 words combined by two characters, see Table 5. 692

B Appendix: The pseudo and python 693

code of algorithm 694
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Table 5

No. Word Translation Occurrence Frequency %
1 广 wide 8 12.6984
2 强 powerful 7 11.1111
3 长 long 7 11.1111
4 不 no 6 9.5238
5 扩 expand 6 9.5238
6 伟 great 6 9.5238
7 重 heavy 6 9.5238
8 增 increase 4 6.3492
9 不大 not large 1 1.5873
10 大 large 1 1.5873
11 大大 father 1 1.5873
12 广大 vast 1 1.5873
13 扩大 expand 1 1.5873
14 强大 powerful 1 1.5873
15 伟大 great 1 1.5873
16 增大 increase 1 1.5873
17 增强 enhance 1 1.5873
18 增长 increase 1 1.5873
19 长大 grow up 1 1.5873
20 重大 major 1 1.5873
21 重重 numerous 1 1.5873
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